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Outline

 very briefly: on detectors and luminosities
 sin2 from charmonium final states:

    a precision measurement
 time for studying the theory error 

  from charmless two-body B decays
 more complicated:

   penguins are conspiring
 BRs and asymmetries of    decays
 also    and    (direct extraction of )

  from DK tree decays:
 (almost) new physics free
 unexpected precision from the B factories

 using the angles to constrain NP
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8GeV(e-)  3.5GeV(e+)
      peak luminosity
        1.7 1034 cm-2s-1

       [world record]

13 countries
57 institutes
~400 physicists

11 countries
80 institutes
623 physicists

 9GeV(e-)  3.1GeV(e+) 
       peak luminosity
         1.2 1034 cm-2s-1

B factories
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831 fb-1

B factory data

 BaBar (4S) run concluded on December 21st 2007
 then scan on (3S) and (2S)

 final collision at 12:43pm Monday 7 April 2008
 after almost 9 years and more than 345 papers

531 fb-1

Run 1-5
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 CP violation in the Standard Model

 With three families of quarks, there
   is one phase that allows CP violation
   in the SM. All the flavour mixing
   processes are related (through the
   unitarity of the VCKM) to this phase. 

 The CP symmetry is violated in any field theory having in the 
Lagrangian at least one phase that cannot be re-absorbed
 The mass eigenstates are not eigenstates of the weak interaction. 
This feature of the Standard Model Hamiltonian produces the 
(unitary) mixing matrix VCKM.

Unitarity Triangle

   All the angles are related to the CP
 asymmetries of specific B decays



( ,)
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Three types of CP violation 

 Three interference effects can be observed:

 CP violation in the mixing (|q/p|   1)

 (direct) CP violation in the decays (|A/A|  1) 

 (indirect) CP violation in interference between mixing and 
decay (Im  0) 

 both neutral and 
     charged B's

  neutral B's 
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 Direct CP violation
 both charged and neutral B's
 tagging not always necessary (charged and self-tagging modes)

 higher efficiency
 interference between (at least) two amplitudes

    contributing to the same final state

 measured asymmetry is:

ACP    

  i: weak phase 
        CP odd

  i: strong phase 
        CP even

 interesting modes
 K+ -: tree + penguin 
 K0+: pure penguin
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 CP violation in interference
 between mixing and decay

 decays to a final state f
   accessible to both B and  B
   (f are not necessarily CP eigenstate)

 if Im   0 then   CP violation

CP
m
ix
in
g

decay
 f 
 t Af

Af

B0

B0

 t 

 t=0 

   = mixing
     phase

 examples 

 rr

parameter
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B mesons pair
oscillating in a
coherent state

 t≈
 z

c
∣ z∣~200m

e+e-

l +

K+

π+

φ Κ+

Κ−

K0
S

π−

π+

z

Brec
o

BtagY(4S)

(βγ)Υ(4s) = 0.56

Time evolution of the BB system (assuming  =0)

 direct CP violation     C   0
 indirect CP violation  S   0

 Observation of CP violation at (4S)
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 Time-dependent CP analysis 

 B0
rec = B0

flav (flavour eigenstates)   lifetime, mixing analysis
 B0

rec = B0
flav (CP eigenstates)          CP analysis

(βγ)Υ(4s) = 0.56
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 Analysis strategy

B-candidate selection through kinematic variables (E, mES)
background fighting: against continuum light-quark production

topological variables
particle identification: K/  separation
maximum likelihood fits

 signal BRs ranging from ~ 10-3 for J/K0

                                                                          to ~ 10-6 for     decays

 main background contamination from light-quark
    pair production from the continuum 

 uu,  dd,  ss, cc: total cross section ~ 3.4 nb-1

         to be compared to 1.1 nb-1 for (4S)
 background from     production or two photons

    is mainly negligible
 background from other B decays can be important 
depending on the considered mode
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 kinematic variables:
 E and mES to be used in the 
likelihood
 check the correlation of the 
variables
 for example: the presence of 
a 0 in the final state requires

    2D parameterizations

 Experimental issues: B selection 
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 Experimental issues: background

 to isolate the background:
    variables representing the shape of the event:

 signal: spherical
 light continuum component: jet-like
 shape variables are used in linear combination

    (Fisher discriminant) or Neural Network.
 We can cut on the final variable

    or parameterize it to be included in the likelihood

jet-like shape isotropic shape
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 branching fraction:  (10-3)
    the colour-suppressed  tree dominates and the t penguin
    has the same weak phase of the tree

 

   

    

 theoretical uncertainty:
 model-independent data-driven estimation from J/ 0 data:

            SJ/K0 = SJ/K0 – sin2  = 0.000 ± 0.012
 model-dependent estimates of the u- and c- penguin biases

            SJ/K0 = SJ/K0 – sin2  ~  (10-3)

            SJ/K0 = SJ/K0 – sin2  ~  (10-4)

 sin2 in golden b  ccs modes 

 S ~ sin2
 C ~ 0

H.Li, S.Mishima
JHEP 0703:009 (2007)
H.Boos et al.
Phys. Rev. D73, 036006 (2006)

M.Ciuchini, M.Pierini, L.Silvestrini
Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 221804 (2005)

V*cbVcs
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Latest sin2 results

 

BaBar with 384 106  BB pairs
  sin2  = 0.714 ± 0.032 ± 0.018
Belle with 535 106  BB pairs
  sin2  = 0.642 ± 0.031 ± 0.017

Belle Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.98:031802(2007)

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.99:171803(2007) 
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1) Fit the amplitudes in the 
SU(3)-related decay J/ 0 
and keep solution compatible 
with J/K

2) Obtain the upper
   limit on the penguin 
   amplitude and add 
   100% error for SU(3) 
    breaking

3) Fit the amplitudes in 
  J/K0 imposing the
  upper bound on the
  CKM suppressed
  amplitude and extract
  the error on sin2

S = 0.000  0.012

Theory error on sin2

M.Ciuchini, M.Pierini, L.Silvestrini
Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 221804 (2005)

A.Buras, L.Silvestrini
Nucl.Phys.B569:352(2000)

V*cbVcs V*ubVusV*tbVts

V*ubVudV*cbVcd V*tbVtd
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sin2  from J/K0 is
the most effective constraint

 only J/K0 is included
 the estimate on the theory error from Ciuchini et al is used 

UTfit Collaboration
http://wwww.utfit.org 

  sin2 = 0.668 ± 0.026
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Kill the ambiguity: cos2 measurements
 measurements of (sign)cos2  in:

 B0   J/K*0

   cos2  >0 @ 86.6% CL
 B0   D(*)0h0

       with h = 0,  ,  ', 
    cos2  >0 @ 87% CL

 B0   D*+D*-K0
S

    cos2  >0 @ 94% CL

cos2

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.99:231802(2007)

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D74:091101(2006) 

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D71:032005(2005)

cos2  >0 @ 99.95% Prob.
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 : CP violation in B0  + - 

 considering
   the tree (T) only:

          = e2ia

       C  = 0  

       S  = sin (2)

 adding the penguins (P):

    
 

 

 mixing 

    and     from the same diagrams
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 from  eff   to : isospin analysis

 B   +  -, +0, 00 decays are connected from 
isospin relations
     states can have I = 2 or I = 0

 the gluonic penguins contribute only to the I = 0 state 
(I=1/2)
 +0 is a pure I = 2 state (I = 3/2) and it gets 
contribution only from the tree diagram
 triangular relations allow for the determination

     of the phase difference induced on :

    Both BR(B0) and BR(B0)
    have to be measured
    in all the     channels

 2 eff = 2  +   

|A+0|=|A-0|  

 : collecting the ingredients
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Analysis addendum for 
charmless two-body decays

 in BaBar: for charmless two-body decays, 
simultaneous ML fit to all the final states 
that differ only of a charged kaon or pion:

 e.g:  +▬, K+▬, K▬+, K+K▬  

 this allows for a better determination of 
both the background and the common 
signal parameters, taking advantage of 
the mode with more

   statistics (e.g.: K )

Detector of Internally
Reflected Cherenkov
light (DIRC)
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Analysis addendum for 
charmless two-body decays

 K/  separation is therefore essential: the 
DIRC is key in these analyses

 hh: momentum region [1.5, 4.5] GeV/c
 13  separation at 1.5 GeV/c

     2.5  separation at 4.5 GeV/c
 the dE/dx information from the Drift 
Chamber is used outside the DIRC 
acceptance [hh: 35% yield increase]



K
C angle
vs p(GeV/c)
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 Towards : time-dependent analysis of   
BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.99:021603(2007)

Belle Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.98:211801(2007)

535M BB

383M BB

S  = -0.61 ± 0.10 ± 0.04 (5.3)
C  = -0.55 ± 0.08 ± 0.05 (5.5)

S  = -0.60 ± 0.11 ± 0.03 (5.1)
C  = -0.21 ± 0.09 ± 0.02 (2.2)

1139 ± 49   events

1464 ± 65   events
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 Towards : the world average for   

2.1
difference
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 Towards : isospin-related    decays
 simultaneous ML fit to:

 B+ +0, K+0 (and cc)
 0 recovery: (4%+6%)

 merged 0: when the two 
photons are too close in the 
calorimeter to be 
reconstructed individually 
     e+e▬ conversion: from 
interaction with detector 
elements



 BR(+▬)= (5.2 ± 0.2) · 10-6

 BR(+0) = (5.6 ± 0.4) · 10-6

 BR(00) = (1.3 ± 0.2) · 10-6

154 ± 27 events

Belle Collaboration
Phys.Rev.Lett.99:121601(2007)

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D76:091102(2007)
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 At last:  from    decays

UTfit Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D76:014015(2007) 

Belle:   11° <   < 79° excluded @ 95% CL

BaBar: 25° <   < 66° excluded @ 90% CL
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 But there is more:  from    decays
Vector-Vector modes: angular analysis required to determine the 
CP content. L=0,1,2 partial waves:

 longitudinal: CP-even state
 transverse: mixed CP states

+-: two 0 in the final state
wide   resonance

but
BR 5 times larger with respect to 
penguin pollution might be smaller than in 
  are almost 100% polarized:

 almost a pure CP-even state

 world average longitudinal fraction:
flong () = 0.978 ± 0.025
flong (± 0) = 0.912 ± 0.045
flong (0 0) still to be measured
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 Time-dependent analysis in  decays

Slong () =  0.19 ± 0.21 ± 0.08 
Clong () = -0.16 ± 0.21 ± 0.08 

Slong () = -0.17 ± 0.20 ± 0.06 
Clong () =  0.01 ± 0.15 ± 0.06

BABAR Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D76:052007(2007)

Belle Collaboration
Phys.Rev.D76:011104(2007)

729 ± 60   events

383M BB

535M BB

576 ± 53   events
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 World averages in decays
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 Isospin-related     decays
 for the 00 decay:

 small BR: penguins less 
important in     than in   

   but:
 all charged particles final 
state: the vertex can be 
reconstructed so the time-
dependent analysis feasible

85 ± 33
events

BABAR Collaboration
arXiv:0708.1630 [hepex]

    BR(00) = (0.84 ± 0.29 ± 0.17) · 10-6

       f(00) = 0.70 ± 0.14 ± 0.05
 Slong (00) = 0.5 ± 0.9 ± 0.2
 Clong (00) = 0.4 ± 0.9 ± 0.2

3.6

 from Belle:  
 BR(00) < 1.0 · 10-6 @ 90% CL
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 Preliminary     isospin analysis

 using BaBar 00:
 |  – eff|< 16.5° @ 90% CL 

 in  :
 |  – eff|< 39° @ 90% CL 
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 Still : Dalitz plot analysis with (  )0

dominant decay + – is not a CP eigenstate
5 amplitudes need to be considered: 

 B0   +▬, ▬+, 00 and B+   +0, 0+

 Isospin pentagon

A.Snyder, H,Quinn
Phys. Rev. D48 2139 (1993

 or time-dependent dalitz analysis:   
extraction together with the strong 
phases exploiting the amplitude 
interference

 interference at equal masses-
squared give information on the 
strong phases between 
resonances ▬+

+▬

00
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 Results from (  )0

 this analysis allows for a direct 
determination of   without ambiguities

direct asymmetries
in the quasi two-
body approach 74 132

68 95

no values
excluded,
no values
selected
yet 
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UTfit Collaboration
http://wwww.utfit.org 

  extraction from the three analyses

  
 evidence of
 CP violation

  
 no  CP 
violation
observed

  

     [80, 107]°
        [156, 171]°
        @ 95% Prob.

  SM = (91 ± 8)°

total  only the SM solution 
survives in the full fit

  UTfit = (91 ± 6)°

A = A(+  -)
      +A(  -+)
      +2A(00) 
    = (T+- +T -+ 
       + 2T00) e2i

   R = A/A
            = e2i

 no paramete-
  rization
  involved
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 Last but not least:  and DK trees

Vcb (~2)

 D(*)K(*) decays: from BRs and BR ratios,
    no time-dependent analysis, just rates

 the phase   is measured exploiting interferences:
    two amplitudes leading to the same final states

 some rates can be really small: ~ 10-7

Vub=|Vub|e -i (~3) 

 Theoretically clean (no penguins
       neglecting the D0 mixing)
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 Sensitivity to : the ratio rB

Vcb (~2)

Vub=|Vub|e -i (~3) 

 rB = amplitude ratio

 B = strong 
  phase diff.

~0.36 hadronic contribution
channel-dependent in B+   D(*)0K+: rB is ~0.1

 while in B0   D(*)0K0 rB could be ~0.4
 to be measured: rB(DK), r*B(D*K) and rs

B(DK*)
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 Three ways to make DK interfere

 GLW(Gronau, London, Wyler) method:
   uses the CP    eigenstates D(*)0

CP with final states:
   K+K-, +  - (CP-even), Ks0 ( ,) (CP-odd)

 ADS(Atwood, Dunietz, Soni) method: B0 and B0 in the same 
final state with D0 → K+  -(suppressed) and  D0 → K+  - (favorite)

  

 D0 Dalitz plot with the decays B -   D(*)0[KS
+ -] K- 

    

 three free parameters to extract:   , rB and B

 more sensitive to rB

 the most sensitive way to   
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  measurement: GLW method

Clean but statistically limited:
BF(B-    D0K-)·BF(D0  fCP) ~ 10-6

Observables:
 ratio of BF for CP/non-CP
 asymmetry B-/B+ for CP=+1/-1

 for D(*)0K, the D  channel is used for normalization
 reconstruct B+   D0h+ with D0   K [non-CP], D0   K+K-, [CP+]

    and D0   K0
s0 (K0

s ,K0
s) [CP-]

 eliminate background from light-quark or cc events using Neural
    Net or Fisher Discriminants based on event shape variables

 fit of the R(K/) based on kinematic variable E and PID 
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 GLW
 results

 cut on mES and event 
shape variables, then 
fit to the E and 
Cerenkov distribution

382M BB
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  measurement: ADS method
Combine dominant b   c transition with doubly-Cabibbo 
suppressed (DCS) D0 decay

suppressed

suppressed

favoured

favoured

[K+ -]DK
-B D

A1     B
-    D0K-      D0   K+ -

A2     B
-  D0K-    D0   K+ -

A( [K+]DK)   rB ei(B-) +rD e-iD

 small BF(~10-7) 
 but A2 = O(A1)
 large CPV possible

Observables: 

need to measure the rates:
[K+ -]DK- and [K-+]DK-

Inputs: in D*+  D0(K)+

PRL 91, 171801 (2003)
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 ADS results

 Belle: cut on mES and event
   shape variables, then fit to
   the E distribution

 still no event found even
   in Belle's 657M BB sample

CERN Seminar
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  measurement: Dalitz method
 Interference of
 B  D0K, D0  K*+

 (suppressed) with
 B  D0K, D0  K*+ 

    ~ ADS like

 Interference of
 B  D0K, D0  K0

S0

 with
 B  D0K, D0  K0

S0 

    ~ GLW like

 neutral D mesons reconstructed in three-
    body CP-eigenstate final states
    (typically D0   KS )

 the complete structure (amplitude and strong
    phases) of the D0 decay in the phase space is
    obtained on independent data sets and used
    as input to the analysis 

 use of the cartesian coordinate:
 x± = rB cos (  ± )
 y± = rB sin (  ± )

   , rB and B are obtained from a
    simultaneous fit of the KS  +  - Dalitz plot
    density for B+ and B-

 need a model for the Dalitz amplitudes
 2-fold ambiguity on 
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 Dalitz results

 mES, E and shape variable used in the maximum likelihood fit 
 D0 Dalitz distributions determined  on independent data 

samples and used as input to the fit
 CP fit in Cartesian coordinate

 approximately Gaussian distributions (no unphysical 
zones), small correlation and unbiased behaviour on the 
physics boundaries
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 Dalitz results: latest updates

383M BB

635M BB
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 More ways to 
 with neutral B's in the final states D0K*0 with

    D0 KS and K*   K,
 the charge of the K from the K* tags the flavour

        of the B0  so no time-dependent analysis
 first analysis to extract   from neutral B   DK
 BaBar performed it with 371M  BB

              = (162 ± 56)° (mod.180°)
            rs (D0K*0) < 0.55 @ 95% Prob.

 again with neutral B's, time-dependent Dalitz plot
    analysis of the three-body final state B0 DK0+  

 interference between b   u and b   c transitions
    through the mixing: sensitivity to 2+

 BaBar performed it with 347M  BB
             2+  = (83 ± 53 ± 20)° (mod.180°)
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UTfit Collaboration
http://wwww.utfit.org 

 Combining the methods for 

rB(DK+) =
0.10 ± 0.02

rB(D*K+) =
0.09 ± 0.04

rs(DK*+) =
0.13 ± 0.09

  = (80 ± 13)° (mod.180°)

CERN Seminar
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  Unitarity Triangle analysis in the SM 

|Vcb/Vub| K

ms/mdmd

 γ

 α 

β



  

angles others

  Unitarity Triangle analysis in the SM 

CERN Seminar

UTfit Collaboration
www.utfit.org
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CBs
e

−2iB s=
〈Bs∣Heff

SMHeff
NP∣Bs 〉

〈Bs∣Heff
SM
∣Bs 〉

=1
ANPe

−2iNP

ASMe
−2is

All NP effects can be parameterized in terms of one complex
parameter for each meson mixing, to be determined in a
simultaneous fit with the CKM parameters (now there are
enough experimental constraints to do so).

  Including NP in Unitarity Triangle analysis 

    SM                         SM+NP

  (Vub/Vcb)
SM                         (Vub/Vcb)

SM

 SM                           SM

 SM                       SM+Bd

 SM                      SM- Bd

 md                       CBdmd

 ms
SM                    CBsms

SM

 s
SM                       s

SM+Bs

 
SM C K

SM

tree level

Bd Mixing

Bs Mixing

K Mixing

including NP
we go back

to SM
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X

CmK  vs CK 

X

CBd vs Bd 

X

dark: 68%
light:light: 95%

The UTfit beyond the SM 

X SM expectation

CERN Seminar

CBs vs Bs 

Bs=(-19.9 ± 5.6)oU(-68.2 ± 4.9)o

[-30o, -9o] U [-78o, -58o]@ 95% Prob. 

Bd=(-3.0 ± 2.2)o

 [-7.8o, 1.7o] @ 95% Prob. 

CBd = 1.00 ± 0.32
 [0.51, 1.94] @ 95% Prob. 

CBs = 1.07 ± 0.29
 [0.62, 1.93] @ 95% Prob. 

 1 – 2: strong suppression 
 1 – 3: < O (10%)
 2 – 3: ~ O (1)

UTfit Collaboration
arXiv:0803.0659 [hepph]
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  The future of CKM fits 

          2015
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   is a precision measurement: time to be careful
    with the calculation of the SM expectation

   is still limited statistically and by the uncertainty
   of the hadronic picture.
        Still we currently have     = ~10o

 Tree level:   extraction still statistical dominated
   and plenty of room for improvements, new channels,
   new techniques
        The current knowledge still better
        that expected     = ~13o 

 All these constraints are precious for the now precise
    extraction of    and    parameters

 but above all for the overconstraining of the UTfit:
   very interesting constraints on NP quantities

 Summary and conclusions 
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Back up slides
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 16 resonances  (3 WS DCS)
 + 1 NR component

CA K*(892)

(770)

DCS K*(892)

 Dalitz method: the amplitude model
extract A(m-

2,m+
2) from high-purity tagged D*+→D0  , D0→K0   sample

use isobar model (  coherent sum of Breit-Wigner (BW) amplitudes)

2/d.o.f = 1.27
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 Dalitz method: carthesian coordinates

 from previous studies, we know that ( , B and rB) are
   not a good choice from the fit point of view

 no sensitivity to    if rB < 0.10
   (underestimation of the errors)

 fit bias on rB for rB ~ 0.10
   (physical bound + low statistics)

 fit for cartesian coordinates instead: xp   , yp  

 x = Re[rB ei(  )], y = Im[rB ei(  )]
 gaussian errors: no unphysical zones
 (x+, y+), (x-, y-) uncorrelated
 unbiased results for all possible rB

 also in the GLW:

 x = [RCP+(1 ∓ ACP+) - RCP(1 ∓  ACP)]/4
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M.Bona, A.Soni, K.Trabelsi, G.Wilkinson 
“UT angles from tree decays”
arXiv:0801.1833 [hepph] 
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E.Baracchini, M.B. et al.
JHEP 0708:005,2007.
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 BaBarBelle comparison:
 For S: 
1. The average per event errors are about the same for Belle and BaBar; there 

are some specific cases where BaBar has better errors, e.g. p0K0, because of 
the 5-layer SVT

2. The yields are generally much higher for BaBar vs Belle, due to the use of 
multivariate maximum likelihoods instead of cuts

3. The product of same per event errors times higher yields gives much better 
performance, typically 20-50% and averaging around 43%.

For C:
1. The average per event errors are worse for BaBar than for Belle; there are 

some specific cases where BaBar has better errors, e.g. p0K0
2. The yields are generally much higher for BaBar vs Belle, same as for S
3. The product of smaller per event errors times higher yields still gives better 

performance in most cases, although it is less of an advantage. This ends up 
being about a 9% advantage on average.


